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Improve boarding speeds with all-door boarding and increase capacity with a fare-free zone on campus and downtown
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Proof-of-Payment & All-Door Boarding . Fare-Free Zone



Proof-of-
Payment & All-
Door Boarding 

Proof-of-payment can speed front-
door boarding and allow for all-door 
boarding with a few roving fare 
inspectors and no increase in fare 
evasion. 

All doors can be used to board 
community and campus buses, 
significantly decreasing boarding 
times, especially on articulated buses. 

E X I S T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  
Buses are often significantly more 
full at the front because riders don’t 
move toward the back, lowering 
capacity and slowing boarding. 
Some bus operators leave riders 
behind because the front is full, even 
when there is space in the back. This 
creates awful customer experiences. 
Bus operators often tell standees at the 
front to move back by yelling or 
announcing through the speakers. 

Some bus operators allow riders to 
stand in front of the yellow line when 
there is space in the back which could 
be unsafe and is illegal. Some bus 
operators tell passengers to enter from 
the rear door when they cannot fit in 
the front, slowing boarding. A few bus 
operators exit the bus and find room 
for passengers through the rear door 
themselves, significantly slowing 
boarding.

Campus services could employ all-
door boarding today, if not for the 
potential for confusion on community 
routes.

Bus operators often leave their bus 
unattended with the doors open for 
breaks, and there is no fare 
enforcement to ensure boarding riders 
pay full fare. This invitation for fare 
evasion is not a major problem; 
therefore fare evasion with all-door 
boarding will likely not be a major 
problem.


N E W  A D V A N T A G E S  
Elimination of unlimited pass swiping 
would improve boarding times 
significantly.


Boarding riders would be split between 
two or more doors, decreasing dwell 
times substantially. San Francisco’s 
MUNI system, run by SFMTA, 
realized a 38% drop in dwell times 
from the implementation of all-door 
boarding and proof-of-payment, with 
only a 25% increase in rear-door 
boarding.  Whereas SFMTA started at 3

29% rear-door boarding, CATA would 
go from almost no rear-door boarding 
to near 50%, leading to potentially 
significantly higher dwell time drops. 
With a 40% reduction in dwell times 
from all-door boarding, overall trip 
times on campus and downtown could 
decrease by 5 to 7 percent: 
4

Blue Loop and Green Link from Walker 
Building to Pavilion Theatre

Current Trip Time 5m 6s

Improved Trip Time 4m 49s

Trip Time Reduction 17s

% Total Trip Reduction 5.63%

 San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, “Distribution of Dwell Times per Boarding and Alighting on Two-Door High-Floor Buses 3

and Historic Streetcars,” All-Door Boarding Evaluation Final Report, December 2014, 14.
 See appendix for raw data.4
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https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/agendaitems/2014/12-2-14%20Item%2014%20All%20Door%20Boarding%20Report.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/agendaitems/2014/12-2-14%20Item%2014%20All%20Door%20Boarding%20Report.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/agendaitems/2014/12-2-14%20Item%2014%20All%20Door%20Boarding%20Report.pdf


By saving 2.5 to 3 seconds of boarding 5

and alighting time per rider, CATA could 
gain 12 to 15 revenue hours per day in 
added efficiency,  to be used for 6

increased service [ see Increased Trunk 
Frequency ]. All-door boarding also 
improved passenger perceptions of on-
time performance in Montreal. 
7

Boarding through all doos allows riders 
to evenly distribute themselves to use 
all standing room efficiently.

Back-door boarding disincentives cash 
and token payment meaning faster 
boarding and less fare collection cost.

Only 6 percent of riders would need to 
pay via the farebox at the front door. At 
least 2 percent would be easily 
converted to non-farebox payment, as 
they are willing to spend time buying 
tokens for added convenience.


All-door boarding allows passengers to 
step out of a rear door to let others 
alight, without fear that the rear door 
will close before they get back in, as 
happens today to discourage rear-door 
boarding and fare evasion.


I S S U E S  R E S O L V E D  
Because some fare media will not be 
swiped for every boarding, alternate 
passenger counting methods will be 
necessary; potentially existing or new 
automatic passenger counters installed 
at each door.  Automatic passenger 8

counters should be reset at the end of 
each trip, so errors are not carried into 
later estimates of passengers on 
board. 
9

All-door boarding will be less effective 
on older 40 foot buses because their 
rear doors are narrow and open out, 

White Loop from Visual Arts Building to 
Elliott Building

Current Trip Time 5m 40s

Improved Trip Time 5m 17s

Trip Time Reduction 24s

% Total Trip Reduction 6.91%

Pattee Transit Center Eastbound to 
College Ave at Allen St4

Current Trip Time 8m 26s

Improved Trip Time 7m 54s

Trip Time Reduction 33s

% Total Trip Reduction 6.48%

 V, N, R, A, and G routes recorded on weekends, nights, or during reduced service. Weekday midday and peak percent reductions 5

during normal service will likely be higher. See appendix for raw data.
 2.5 to 3 seconds multiplied by 6.4 million riders annually yields 12.18 to 14.61 revenue hours per day: CATA, “CATABUS Ridership 6

Information,” CATABUS Web Statistics, June 19, 2019; Alon Levy, “Our Brooklyn Bus Redesign,” Pedestrian Observations, September 
19, 2018.
 Ahmed El-Geneidy, Dea Lierop, Emily Grise, Geneviève Boisjoly, Derrick Swallow, Lesley Fordham, & Thomas Herrmann, “Get On 7

Board: Assessing an All-Door Boarding Pilot Project in Montreal, Canada,” Transportation Research Part A Policy and Practice 
99:114-124, DOI: 10.1016/j.tra.2017.03.005, April 2017.
 Amy Snyder, “Sampling Tests Automatic Passenger Counters,” The Inside Lane, Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District, September 8

26, 2011.
 Christopher MacKechnie, “Automated Passenger Counting (APC) Systems: How Do They Work?” Liveaboutdotcom, Dotdash, May 24, 9

2019.
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https://www.liveabout.com/automated-passenger-counting-apc-2798822
https://www.liveabout.com/automated-passenger-counting-apc-2798822
https://www.liveabout.com/automated-passenger-counting-apc-2798822
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316033691_Get_on_board_Assessing_an_all-door_boarding_pilot_project_in_Montreal_Canada
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316033691_Get_on_board_Assessing_an_all-door_boarding_pilot_project_in_Montreal_Canada
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316033691_Get_on_board_Assessing_an_all-door_boarding_pilot_project_in_Montreal_Canada
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316033691_Get_on_board_Assessing_an_all-door_boarding_pilot_project_in_Montreal_Canada
http://ridecatabus.com/test/CATAWebStatistics.html
http://ridecatabus.com/test/CATAWebStatistics.html
https://pedestrianobservations.com/2018/09/19/our-brooklyn-bus-redesign/
https://pedestrianobservations.com/2018/09/19/our-brooklyn-bus-redesign/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150402232956/https://www.cumtd.com/the-inside-lane/sampling-tests-automatic-passenger-counters/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150402232956/https://www.cumtd.com/the-inside-lane/sampling-tests-automatic-passenger-counters/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150402232956/https://www.cumtd.com/the-inside-lane/sampling-tests-automatic-passenger-counters/


right where boarding passengers would 
stand, and because too many seats 
limit internal passenger movement [ see 
Open-Layout Buses ]. These old 40 foot 
buses should be used on less crowded 
routes now, and especially in the future 
with all-door boarding.


S T R A T E G Y  O P T I M I Z A T I O N  
These policies could be implemented 
in a semester-long system-wide pilot 
program [ see Implementation ] , after 
which bus speeds and fare evasion 
rates can be evaluated. 
10

Most riders on the CATA system do not 
need to use fareboxes to pay: Almost 

half of riders are on Loop and Link 
routes, which are already free to use. If 
not for the confusion it would cause, 
these routes could implement all-door 
boarding today without any setup or 
costs. Another 46% of riders use 
unlimited-ride passes. Unlike some 
debit card-like passes at other 
agencies, these unlimited passes 
would need no swiping infrastructure, 
and would only be necessary for 
validation by fare inspectors. The small 
number of riders using transfers and 
the Token Transit mobile app would be 
able to skip the farebox and use their 
transfer slip or phone for validation with 
fare inspectors.


The 6 percent of riders using cash, 
tokens, etc. would need to enter via the 
front door and each receive a transfer 
slip as proof-of-payment. Speeding 
and discouraging cash and token 
payment methods to reduce front door 
payment boarding time should be a 
high priority. Strategies include:

• Speed handout of transfer slips

• Pre-fill repeating time, date, and 

trip fields due to higher volume of 
transfer slips


• Explore automated transfer slip 
machines or alternatives. Example: 
New York bus operators hand out 
single-use metro cards when riders 
ask for a transfer, which can be 
used within two hours of paying the 

 CATA, “CATABUS Ridership Information.”10
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PSU RIDEPASS 10.3%CAMPUS SERVICE 48.1%
ONE PASS 3.9%

APARTMENT PASS 30.3%

OTHER FAREBOX PAYMENTS 0.3%

TRANSFERS 0.3%
OTHER UNLIMITED CARDS 1.0%

CASH 3.6%
TOKENS 2.0%

CATA Fare Mix 2018 10
No penalty for cash

http://ridecatabus.com/test/CATAWebStatistics.html


fare.  In CATA’s case, these cards 11

would be checked by fare 
inspectors rather than at fareboxes


• Encourage mobile ticketing

• Add single ride functionality to 

Token Transit or similar app

• Explore partnerships in which CATA 

receives higher percentage of fare 
revenue


• Advocate for mobile ticketing 
integrated into Avail MyStop app to 
improve rider convenience


• Advertise mobile ticketing options 
on transfer slips


• Incentivize alternate fare media

• Increase cash and possibly token 

fare price or discount mobile 
ticketing and pass price


• Explore all-door boarding-
compatible single fare alternatives 
for riders without a smartphone


• Explore non-price related 
incentives for half-fare riders


• Explore off-board payment

• Explore ticket machines for cash 

and token riders at key stops with 
high amounts of boarding


It would be possible for routes 
operating less than hourly to be 
exempt from all-door boarding and 
proof-of-payment because they rarely 

have dwell time problems due to 
crowding, using separate branding or 
small buses to limit confusion. 
However, with proof-of-payment, fare 
inspectors could check less often 
because a higher proportion of mostly-
commuter riders would use unlimited 
passes, so one simpler fare system 
and universal all-door boarding would 
probably be superior.


F A R E  E N F O R C E M E N T  
Fare enforcement should be handled 
by pairs or groups  of fare inspectors 12

roving buses while the bus moves 
between stops.

Special care should be given to 
balancing fare revenue with rider 
experience, especially with many new 
students each year. For example, fare 
inspectors could issue warnings rather 
than fines for the first week of each fall 
semester, but there could be more fare 
inspectors that first week than normal 
to establish that non-paying riders will 
be caught. Additionally, each fare 
inspector could have a list of all 
unlimited pass holders, and give a 
warning rather than a fine to anyone 
without a fare who could prove they 
were on the list, to eliminate the 

problem of riders forgetting their card 
the day they meet a fare inspector.

At the same proportion of fare 
inspectors to revenue miles as the 
SFMTA system in San Francisco, 
CATA would need less than two fare 
inspectors for its community 

 “How to Ride the Bus,” Metropolitan Transportation Authority, accessed July 21, 2019.11

 Jason Lee, “Uncovering San Francisco Muni’s Proof-of-Payment Patterns to Help Reduce Fare Evasion,” San Francisco Municipal 12

Transportation Agency, November 15, 2010, 12.
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A transfer slip which has been manually 
filled out by the bus operator

http://web.mta.info/nyct/bus/howto_bus.htm
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf


routes.  The actual required number 13

might vary between two and four 
based on the following factors:

• A fare-free zone on campus [ see 

Fare-Free Zone ] would significantly 
reduce the number of revenue miles 
where fare inspection is necessary


• A significantly higher proportion of 
CATA riders use unlimited passes 
than SFMTA riders, making fare 
enforcement faster and easier and 
removing the possibility of fare 
evasion for most riders


• Because CATA routes are less 
frequent on average than SFMTA 
routes, fare inspectors might need to 
wait longer between inspecting 
buses, leading to lower efficiency


The most efficient enforcement method 
might be for fare inspectors to go back 
and forth on each bus on the N 
Atherton St corridor, at The Colonnade, 
and in the vicinity of S Atherton St at S 
Allen St, then randomly check other 
corridors so riders can’t establish a 
pattern. Alternatively, fare inspectors 
could check riders alighting buses at 
major stops as SFMTA does , like 14

apartment complexes. Even with a 
fare-free zone [ see Fare-Free Zone ], 
riders alighting from routes whose first 
stop on campus is Pattee Transit 
Center could be inspected there as 
well. Fare inspectors should not stop 
buses for fare inspections, as this 
reduces the effects of lower dwell time 
and intensifies animosity between 
riders and fare inspectors.  15

Fare inspectors should be deployed 
strategically at times with higher 
potential fare evasion. SFMTA finds 
fare evasion rates are low on weekday 
mornings and get progressively higher 
into the afternoon and evening. 
Weekends have fare evasion rates 
similar to weekday afternoons and 
evenings. 
16

Fare evasion fines should be set 
higher than the normal fare 
multiplied by the average number of 
rides between fare inspections. At 
SFMTA, fines for not having the correct 
fare are $75. 
17

Number of fare inspectors and fine 
amounts can be changed to 
influence fare evasion rates. After the 
implementation of all-door boarding, 

 Campus routes are 22.3% of CATA’s total yearly revenue miles (381,027.70 campus / 1708475.20 total), therefore community 13

routes are 77.7%. SFMTA has 54 fare inspectors for 3,625884 yearly revenue hours versus CATA community routes’ 131,628.5 
(169,406 with campus services); meaning proportionally CATA needs 1.96 fare inspectors (2.52 including campus services): 
TransitCenter, “Better Boarding, Better Buses: Streamlining Boarding & Fares,” National Association of City Transportation Officials, 
February 2017, 6; San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, “Average Annual Transit Cost per Revenue Hour,” San Francisco 
Municipal Transportation Agency, August 22, 2018; PennDOT, “CATA (Centre Area Transportation Authority),” Pennsylvania Public 
Transportation Performance Report – Fiscal Year 2016-17, April 30, 2018, 79; Centre Area Transportation Authority, “Budget FY 
2018/19,” Centre Area Transportation Authority, 2018, 27.

 Jason Lee, “Uncovering Proof-of-Payment,” 12.14

 Alon Levy, “Fare Payment Without the Stasi,” Pedestrian Observations, August 15, 2018.15

 Jason Lee, “Uncovering Proof-of-Payment,” 8.16

 ibid, 3.17
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https://pedestrianobservations.com/2018/08/15/fare-payment-without-the-stasi/
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf
https://www.transitwiki.org/TransitWiki/images/8/8c/FareEvasionOnMuni.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NACTO_Better-Buses_Boarding.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NACTO_Better-Buses_Boarding.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/reports/average-annual-transit-cost-revenue-hour
https://www.sfmta.com/reports/average-annual-transit-cost-revenue-hour
https://www.sfmta.com/reports/average-annual-transit-cost-revenue-hour
https://www.penndot.gov/Doing-Business/Transit/InformationandReports/Documents/BPT%20Annual%20Report%202016-17.pdf
https://www.penndot.gov/Doing-Business/Transit/InformationandReports/Documents/BPT%20Annual%20Report%202016-17.pdf
https://www.penndot.gov/Doing-Business/Transit/InformationandReports/Documents/BPT%20Annual%20Report%202016-17.pdf
https://catabus.com/wp-content/uploads/FY20182019Budget.pdf
https://catabus.com/wp-content/uploads/FY20182019Budget.pdf
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CHARLIECARD 77.5% CASH 3.6%

ADD VALUE ON CHARLIECARD 4.6%

CHARLIETICKET 13.9%

BOSTON MBTA 2016 18 50¢ cash and ticket penalty19

METROCARD <85% COINS >15%

NEW YORK MTA 2017 18 25¢ ticket penalty19

MUNIMOBILE 3.1% LIMITED-USE 5.1%

CASH 28.2%CLIPPER CARD 63.5%

SAN FRANCISCO SFMTA 2017 18 50¢ cash and ticket penalty19

SENIOR PASS 9%

CASH 12%

TOKENS 20%OTHER 4%

PHILADELPHIA SEPTA 2017 18 50¢ cash penalty

STUDENT PASS 11%

UNLIMITED PASS 44%

CATA 2018 No penalty for cash



fare evasion on SFMTA vehicles  1819

decreased.  Small amounts of fare 20

evasion should be tolerated as a 
necessary part of speeding service and 
reducing fare collection costs.


O P P O R T U N I T I E S  &  
P O S S I B I L I T I E S  
Three- and four- door articulated buses 
and three-door 40-foot buses can have 
multiplied positive dwell time effects 
with proof-of-payment and all-door 
boarding [ see Additional & Expanded 
Doors ]. 
21

Proof-of-payment makes a fare-free 
zone on campus viable [ see Fare-Free 
Zone ]. 
As potentially the second transit 
agency in the United States to 
implement all-door boarding, with a 
system much smaller than other US 
cities looking at proof-of-payment, 
CATA could shape industry best-
practices and help accelerate proof-of-
payment and all-door boarding policy 
implementation in the US.


N A T I O N A L  C O M P A R I S O N S  
CATA is well positioned to implement 
all-door boarding and proof-of-
payment:

• Because campus service is free, half 

of CATA’s ridership does not require 
fare enforcement


• CATA’s pass system only uses 
unlimited passes, so no card-
reading infrastructure is necessary 
at rear doors and no payment 
infrastructure is necessary at stops 

• Only 5.9% of fare media used 
requires a farebox, and a cash 
penalty would reduce this further


San Franciso’s SFMTA has 
implemented all-door boarding on their 
entire local bus network even though:

• 28.2% of fare media requires a 

farebox, even with a 50 cent penalty


 “Cashing Out on Bus Reliability,” DaTa Blog, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, July 21, 2016; Scott Stringer, “The Other 18

Transit Crisis: How to Improve the NYC Bus System,” Office of the New York City Comtroller, November 27, 2017; Ed Reiskin, “Balancing 
the Transportation Needs of a Growing City: FY 2019 and FY 2020 Operating Budget,” SFMTA Board Meeting, San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency, February 20, 2018; Jarrett Walker + Associates, “Philadelphia Bus Network Choices Report: Network 
Assessment,” Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, June 2018, 71.

 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, “Subway Fares,” Fares Overview, accessed July 21, 2019; MTA, “How to Ride the Bus;” 19

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, “Single Ride - Adult,” Fares, July 1, 2019; Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 
Authority, “Cash, Tokens, Transfers,” Fares, accessed July 21, 2019.

 San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, “Principal Findings,” All-Door Boarding Evaluation Final Report, December 2014, 12.20

 TransitCenter, “Better Boarding,” 2.21
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“Systems that provided data have reported better fare compliance than 
with front-door bus operator fare control.19

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NACTO_Better-Buses_Boarding.pdf
https://mbtabackontrack.com/blog/component/content/article?id=51:cash-and-bus-reliability
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/the-other-transit-crisis-how-to-improve-the-nyc-bus-system/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/the-other-transit-crisis-how-to-improve-the-nyc-bus-system/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/the-other-transit-crisis-how-to-improve-the-nyc-bus-system/
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/reports-and-documents/2018/02/2-20-18_item_11_fy19_and_fy20_budget_-_slide_presentation_1.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/reports-and-documents/2018/02/2-20-18_item_11_fy19_and_fy20_budget_-_slide_presentation_1.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/reports-and-documents/2018/02/2-20-18_item_11_fy19_and_fy20_budget_-_slide_presentation_1.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/reports-and-documents/2018/02/2-20-18_item_11_fy19_and_fy20_budget_-_slide_presentation_1.pdf
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-5.pdf
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-5.pdf
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-5.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/agendaitems/2014/12-2-14%20Item%2014%20All%20Door%20Boarding%20Report.pdf
https://www.mbta.com/fares/subway-fares
http://web.mta.info/nyct/bus/howto_bus.htm
https://www.sfmta.com/fares/single-ride-adult
http://www.septa.org/fares/transit/index.html
http://www.septa.org/fares/transit/index.html


Jarrett Walker and Associates 
recommends Philadelphia’s SEPTA 
implement all-door boarding on their 
entire network  even though:
22

• 32% of fare media requires a farebox

• 12% of fares are paid in cash, even 

with a 50 cent cash penalty and a 
one dollar transfer penalty


Boston’s MBTA is moving toward fare 
payment compatible with all-door 
boarding on all buses  even though:
23

• 8.2% of fare media requires a 
farebox, even with a 50 cent cash 
penalty and a full-fare transfer 
penalty 
24

• Reloading CharlieCards—otherwise 
all-door boarding ready fare cards—
and Charlie Tickets on buses requires 
six steps while boarding: press a 
button, tap fare card or insert ticket, 
insert cash, press a button, tap fare 
card again or remove ticket, tap fare 

card a third time or insert and remove 
ticket again to pay 
25

New York’s MTA has implemented all-
door boarding on Select Bus Service 
(SBS) routes and plans to expand all-
door boarding to all buses even 
though:

• Because of high cash use and 

constraints of the existing payment 
card system, expensive off-board 
fare payment kiosks are installed at 
every SBS stop


• A new OMNY fare payment system is 
necessary to allow for full 
implementation of all-door boarding, 
with card readers at every door of 
every bus 
26

CUMTD in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois 
employs all-door boarding at select 
‘iStops,’ without any proof-of-payment, 
although University of Illinois students 
ride free. Dwell times at these stops 
was reduced by up to seven minutes.  27

 Jarrett Walker + Associates, “Philadelphia Bus Network Choices Report: Is Transit Useful? Key Indicators,” Southeastern Pennsylvania 22

Transportation Authority, June 2018, 42.
 Massachusetts Department of Transportation, “Fare Collection Technology,” MBTA Fare Policy, December 21, 2015, 6.23

 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, “Transfers,” Fares Overview, accessed July 21, 2019.24

 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, “Bus Fares,” Fares Overview, accessed July 21, 2019.25

 New York City Transit, “Reimagine the Bus Network,” Metropolitan Transportation Authority, May 2018, 35; Colin Wright & Vincent 26

Pellecchia, “A New Way to Ride,” TransitCenter, February 26, 2018.
 Foursquare Integrated Transportation Planning, “Assessment of Articulated Bus Utilization,” Centre Area Transportation Authority, 27

October 2017, 116.
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W H Y  T H I S  T I M E  I S  
D I F F E R E N T:  P R O O F - O F -
P A Y M E N T  
In the early 2000s, select Centre Line 
buses were fare-free to increase 
capacity on campus, allowing more 
people to use CATA to move around. 
However, the limited amount of 
participating routes meant crowding 
was severe and riders trying to get to 
destinations off-campus had trouble 
using the bus. Additionally, it was 
difficult to ensure separation of fare-
free riders and paying riders when 
buses left the fare-free zone. Without 
transforming the fare system, there 
was no way to distribute the crowding 
evenly and control payment without 
the system becoming too confusing.

Proof-of-payment allows for seamless 
fare-free zone integration. Passengers 
traveling around campus would enter 

https://www.crcog.net/vertical/sites/%7B6AD7E2DC-ECE4-41CD-B8E1-BAC6A6336348%7D/uploads/CATA_Assessment_of_Articulated_Bus_Utilization_-_FINAL_REPORT.pdf
https://www.crcog.net/vertical/sites/%7B6AD7E2DC-ECE4-41CD-B8E1-BAC6A6336348%7D/uploads/CATA_Assessment_of_Articulated_Bus_Utilization_-_FINAL_REPORT.pdf
https://www.crcog.net/vertical/sites/%7B6AD7E2DC-ECE4-41CD-B8E1-BAC6A6336348%7D/uploads/CATA_Assessment_of_Articulated_Bus_Utilization_-_FINAL_REPORT.pdf
https://www.mbta.com/fares/transfers
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5afef986c3c16a2dc6705929/t/5b072571f950b7a5e621a4ff/1527194994914/Fast+Forward+Plan_05-24-2018_3.15PM.pdf
http://nt/uploads/2018/02/ANewWaytoRide_2.26.18_FINAL.pdf
http://nt/uploads/2018/02/ANewWaytoRide_2.26.18_FINAL.pdf
https://cdn.mbta.com/sites/default/files/2017-09/About%20the%20T/MBTAFarePolicy12_21_2015.pdf
https://www.mbta.com/fares/bus-fares
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-2.pdf
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-2.pdf
http://www.septa.org/service/bus/network/pdf/2018-philadelphia-choices-report-chapter-2.pdf
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Enter any door
Let riders out first

Keep card, phone, or
transfer slip at hand
for fare inspectors
Enter any door:
Token Transit Mobile Payment
Apartment Pass
PSU RidePass
One Pass
Other Unlimited Passes
Transfer Slip

Enter front door only:
Cash or token
Other farebox payment

the bus like all other passengers 
using unlimited passes or the mobile 
app. Fare inspectors would stop 
checking fares while buses were 
within the fare-free zone, so the 
passengers who didn’t pay a fare 
wouldn’t ever have to show a pass. 
Buses leaving campus would have 
fare inspectors as well, meaning 
there would be no problem collecting 
fares outbound as there were with a 
fare-free zone when fares were 
collected upon boarding.

Because of the advantages of proof-
of-payment, all routes could 
participate in the fare free zone, 
meaning less crowding on individual 
buses. All-door boarding and bus 
layout changes could also help 
eliminate crowding concerns.

Hand-out to be distributed to riders, explaining all-door boarding and proof-of-
payment procedures. See appendix for full letter-sized and editable versions.

Riders boarding using only the front door
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Advertisement for all-door boarding. See appendix for full poster-sized and editable versions.
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BOARD
EITHER
DOOR
On Loops and Links or with
an Unlimted or Mobile Pass

ALL DOOR
BOARDING
IMPROVES
BOARDING
TIMES BY

40%
Advertisement for all-door boarding showing dwell time benefits. See appendix for full poster-sized and editable versions.



Fare-Free 
Zone 

With proof-of-payment, fares can be 
enforced on parts of routes only 
where CATA would like them to be. 
This makes a campus and downtown 
fare-free zone simple for riders and for 
CATA. 

N E W  A D V A N T A G E S  
Because proof-of-payment would be 
hard to enforce on campus with heavy 
crowding and closely spaced, high 
volume stops, a fare-free zone would 
make official what would otherwise 
become operationally efficient, leading 
to better rider experience.

Community routes would provide much 
needed additional capacity and sorely 
desired increased frequency to existing 
Loop and Link service on campus and 
downtown, with no increase in 
operational expenses. Few if any riders 
pay to use community routes to move 
around on campus and downtown 
because of free Loop and Link service, 
so increases in passengers would 
come from existing and potential Loop 
and Link riders attracted by increased 
frequency and capacity, and there 

would be virutally no revenue loss. For 
example, R, RC, UT, HM, and P buses 
would increase frequency and capacity 
of Blue Loop and Green Link routes 
from the Walker Building stop into 
Central Campus, potentially obviating 
the need for the Green Link on the 
western side of campus. Because 
many riders exit these buses at 
Walker Building, there would be 
extra capacity. Additionally, because 
riders downtown board most routes 
when the bus comes back from 
campus, fare-free zone riders would 
not stop off-campus riders from 
boarding. 

Community routes would provide new, 
faster fare-free connections on campus 
and downtown, increasing ridership 
with no increase in operational 
expenses. For example, V, N, R, W, and 
other routes would provide a 
connection from North-central campus 
at the Visual Arts Building and the 
Computer Building bus stops to 
downtown around Garner St. This 
would be faster than the current Loop 
alternatives: the White Loop goes 
through congested central campus and 
downtown near Allen St, and the Blue 
Loop detours through stadium parking. 
Because many paying riders alight at 
Pattee Transit Center and board at 
College and Allen or the Walker 

Building stops, there would be room 
on buses between these stops for 
this fare-free shuttle service. 

In general, crowding would not 
interfere with off-campus riders 
because off-campus riders alight on 
campus and downtown during the 
morning peak, and the afternoon 
peak is spread through the evening, 
leading to less crowding.  28

Newly fare-free route segments, added 
capacity, and improved frequency 
would increase ridership, potentially 
leading to increased funding.


S T R A T E G Y  O P T I M I Z A T I O N  
Announcements on buses should 
clearly articulate the end of the fare-
free zone before the last fare-free stop. 
This ensures passengers unfamiliar 
with Community Routes notice that the 
bus will leave campus and downtown.

Most riders will not use community 
routes in the fare-free zone 
unprompted. This means CATA can 
steer riders to use fare-free routes 
as it wishes, and avoid any potential 
negative crowding effects. Many 
students who use Loop routes are 
intimidated by the Red Link because it 
travels away from the core of campus. 
Because peak-only routes are difficult 

 Centre Area Transportation Authority, “Assessment of Articulated Bus Utilization,” 20-94.28
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https://www.crcog.net/vertical/sites/%7B6AD7E2DC-ECE4-41CD-B8E1-BAC6A6336348%7D/uploads/CATA_Assessment_of_Articulated_Bus_Utilization_-_FINAL_REPORT.pdf
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Advertisement for a fare-free zone advertising a specific use case. Shows how advertising can minimize impacts based on need: 
peak-only routes are not mentioned and generally will not be used. See appendix for full poster-sized and editable versions.



to memorize and not very useful for 
shuttle trips, they will see extremely 
limited effects.


O P P O R T U N I T I E S  &  
P O S S I B I L I T I E S  
Penn State would receive significantly 
more free service on campus for the 
same price they pay for existing Loop 
and Link Service. This could be 
leveraged for future increases in 
funding of Loop and Link service.

Community services could be branded 
as Loop and Link routes on campus, to 
encourage fare-free ridership. For 
example, the K route could follow the 
Red Link from West Campus to central 
campus and be branded as a Red Link 
inbound and the K route outbound.  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